ATM Remote Key Load
Automate Your Master Key Distribution Securely
Modern Technology Significantly Improves Antiquated
Master Key Process and Provides Huge Benefits
With the introduction of new regulations and security requirements
by the various card organizations and international standard bodies,
ATM deployers and banks are allocating an ever increasing amount
of resources and budget in managing their security keys.
With the traditional ATM master key distribution process, one or
more security officers must travel to every ATM and manually enter
the new master key using the ATM’s terminal service panel. This is
an inefficient and labor intensive manual process that is time
consuming and costly. In addition, this process has great potential
for errors and fraud.

Now, the technology to enable one central point of control and
management of ATM master keys has emerged with a solution
known as Remote Key Load. As many ATM manufacturers now offer
Remote Key Load capability on their devices and as the software to
enable it has evolved, the solution is quickly spreading across the
globe and becoming standard.

Take Control and Automatically
Lock Down ATM Security from
the Host
Euronet Software Solutions’ Remote
Key Load module provides an
automated and virtually effortless
method of electronically managing and
distributing ATM master keys. With our
module, banks and ATM deployers
operating networks of all sizes can
automate and centralize their process
resulting in time, budget and resource
savings, operational efficiency
improvements and security
enhancements.

Remote Key Load is
the automated
process of distributing
ATM master keys from
the host to the device
rather than having to
be entered at the
physical location.

AUTOMATE
Your ATM Master Key
Distribution

IMPROVE
Operational Efficiency

ENHANCE
ATM Transaction
Security

SAVE
Time, Budget and
Resources

Using technology based on principles of public key cryptography
our Remote Key Load module provides mutual authentication
between the host and the ATM and fulfills the dual control concept
which ensures that no single person has access to the entire key
value. Our module supports Diebold, NCR and Wincor Nixdorf ATMs.

ATM Remote Key Load from Euronet Software
Solutions Provides an Automated and Secure Process

The Benefits of
Implementing ATM
Remote Key Load
• Provides a centralized,
automated process while
improving security and
lowering associated costs
• Reduces the number of
time consuming and costly
onsite visits
• Improves operational
efficiencies by freeing up
human resources

Contact Us

• Helps you stay compliant

For more information about our Remote Key Load, or about other
Euronet solutions, contact your Euronet account representative or
email us at sales@eeft.com.

• Helps protect you and your
customers against possible
fraud and criminal activity

Euronet Software Solutions – Your Trusted Partner

• Provides a more
streamlined process with
mass key distribution

Our team of experienced professionals, suite of software products
and dedication to excellence in customer service enable us to meet
your electronic financial payment needs and help you achieve
more success and profitability.
With Euronet Software Solutions, you benefit from more than 35
years of diverse payments experience and gain a focused
partnership with an industry leading, financially sound, global
organization.
Visit us online at www.euronetsoftware.com

• Reduces the risk of human
data entry errors

• Supports longer keys to
deter hacking
• Faster, easier and more
reliable process
• Increases ATM Availability
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